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Analyzing Linked Data Sets: 
Understanding the Association between 

Linkage Errors and Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, As the last speaker I am going to talk a bit about another area where errors were traditionally either not discussed or discussed theoretically but where there has been less discussion on implications of these errors.  Record Linkage is becoming a common technique and like any process it can have errors.  Now the linkage is often the penultimate step in a process, the final linked file is then used for some purpose either estimation or analysis.  I will focus this talk on how linkage errors are important to understand before you analyze a linked file.  
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Record Linkage
• Probabilistic Record Linkage
• Deterministic Record Linkage

Linkage Errors
• Types of Errors 
• Source of Errors
• Estimating Errors

Analysis of a Linked File
• Impact of Errors
• Methods that Adjust for Errors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this talk I will briefly discuss Record Linkage then I will talk about errors and then I will illustrate a bit how linkage errors (missing links and false links) can impact point estimates, variance and hypothesis testing.  We will see a bit how missed links are similar in nature to a missing data problem and also how missed links are also very different from a typical missing data problem.  I will also discuss how the false links are a permutation problem.  I will illustrate where the research on regression with linked data is and discuss open research questions. 
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What is Record Linkage?
Fellegi & Sunter (1969):
“... [is] a solution to the problem of recognizing those records in two 

files which represent identical persons, objects, or events (said to 
be matched).”

Exact Matching (Deterministic or Probabilistic)
• To match the same individuals

Statistical Matching
• To create a joint distribution from several marginal 

distributions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Record linkage is defined as the bringing together of two or more micro-records to form a composite record and as such it is an important technique in the development, production, analysis and evaluation of statistical data. So I just want to highlight the difference between a statistical match and an exact match – because the two have different uses and different errors.  You may be thinking of matching of the same individuals, that is you have John Smith age 43 on one file and you want the same John Smith age 43 on the second file you are in the world of exact matching.  If instead you were trying to get data for someone that was similar to John Smith 43 (so a male aged 43) and you were adding in averages of 43 men to the file and it did not have to be exactly John Smith, you are doing a statistical match. In some analysis, like consumer preferences, it does not matter if we have the right John Smith, but in others like linking mortality, we want the right John Smith.  And the error in the statistical match is getting the wrong joint distribution (or no distribution), whereas the error in the exact match is getting the wrong (or no) individual matched. 
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Deterministic Linkage 

Unique Key
String Edit
Sound or Phonetic
Distance Measures
Bi-partite Graphs

Supervised-Unsupervised Learning Methods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Record linkage is the term used by statisticians, epidemiologists and historians among others. Commercial mail and database applications refer to it as "merge/purge processing" or "list washing". Computer scientists often refer to it as "data matching" or as the "object identity problem". Other names used to describe the same concept include "entity resolution", "entity disambiguation", "duplicate detection", "record matching", "instance identification", "deduplication", "coreference resolution", "reference reconciliation" and "database hardening". This confusion of terminology has led to few cross-references between these research communities.[1][2]Now, the easiest way to think of deterministic linkages are any that are not probabilistic in the sense of Fellegi-Sunter.  These include but are not limited to keys, string edits, sound or phonetic matches, distance measures (that do not use a measure) and graphs.  �They can be either supervised or unsupervised.  
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Probabilistic Record Linkage 

Classification Problem
• Each record pair (a,b) is to be classified as a match (A1) or a 

possible-match (A2) non-match (A3) based on a likelihood ratio
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An Optimal Linkage Rule is defined as one that minimizes the 
A2 ‘possible’ links for fixed error levels in A1 and A3

Define

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In probabilistic record-linkage, the match status of a pair is decided according to Fellegi-Suneter linkage rule where the objective is that the number of manual reviews is minimized. This rule is based on the pair odds-ratio and two thresholds. Now when we have think of a case where the thresholds are equal, in this special case, the resulting linkage rule minimizes either the FMR for a given MMR or the MMR for a given MMR. However, in practice, implementing the optimal linkage rule is not so simple because it requires accurate estimates of odds-ratios and thresholds. 



Basic Approach 

We will create a Cartesian product from the 
two files.
• We do optimize things and only compare units 

that make sense to compare using Blocks.
We will review each pair and using some 
form of rule decide if the pair is a true pair or 
not.   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To do a record linkage when we do not have a key – we create a Cartesian product of the two sets.  Doing this does create a very large dataset.  We use blocks to limit the size of this join.  Then we use a rule to decide if we think it is linked or not.  The linkage rule describes how the match status (matched or unmatched) of a pair is inferred according to its subset in a given comparison space. For the pair, the decision may be to classify it either as matched or unmatched or to send if for a manual review. 
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Linkage Errors: Exact Matching
False Match: A record is incorrectly matched (false 
positive)
• Impossible link: Records with no true match that are 

matched
• Incorrect link: Record with a true match matched to an 

incorrect match (within the set or outside the set)

Missed Match: A record is not matched when it 
should be (false negative)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now in linkages we have three! Yes three possible errors.  �The first two types are when we link to an incorrect record,  this can be either that I linked to someone in my set incorrectly, or that I linked to someone outside of my set.  The reason that it is important to differentiate between these two is that the errors relate to coverage differences on the file and to permutations.  But I will actually be presenting them in a single box later so you can see the overall effect.  This makes a difference in a total error perspective – because fixing coverage issues is different than dealing with permutations. A third type of error is missed records and it is very similar to a missing data problem, but we will talk a bit more on that in a slide or two.  



The Trivial Case 
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A B

A and B
Missed Links

A and B are the same population

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets go over quickly the simplest linkage case.  We have two files with the same population exactly it is a one-to-one linkage and then when we do not find person J on both A and B we call it a missed link.  



Missed Links

Links that were missed can be analyzed as a 
standard missing data problem
• There will be a missing link mechanism that could 

be:
Missing Completely at Random
Missing at Random
Non-Ignorable
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted before we can think of missed links as a missing data problem, with a slight syntactic difference.  We have a missing-link mechanism not a missing mechanism that could be MCAR, so the probability of missing a link is not related to anything,MAR, so the probability of missing a link is related to some variable x we measure, Or Non-ignorable, where the probability of linking is related to the variable of interest in the linkage (y) or something I did not measure.A good example of non-ignorable missing links is trying to link tax files for psychiatric patients.   We actually have in some mortality linkages an intermediate step of linking to tax, so we have psychiatric patients who are both more likely to be dead and more likely to not file the taxes so we know that our estimates are low for mortality for this sub-population.   



The Other Error we have in Linkage
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John Smith, 43
John Smith, 43

J. Smith, 43
John Smith, 43

Incorrect Links are PERMUTATIONS, if we are lucky.
If we are not lucky they are links to data outside of our study population.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now brining us back to the other error (which is really two errors).  First if I have the trivial case where everyone should be on the file – then I do sometimes mix up the linkage – so I incorrectly link John Smith to the other John Smith on the file.  Now we will see later that this is not so bad, especially if whatever we are measuring is about the same for both John Smiths. Now, it is often the case that the two files are not covering exactly the same population, then I could link to someone outside of my target population.  Now, that is more of an issue and it is more like a mixture problem not a permutation problem.  



Linkage Errors
Actual

Matched Unmatched

Inferred Matched T+ F+ PPV=
(T+)/(T++F+) 

Unmatched F- T- NPV=
(T-)/(T-+F-) 

MMR =(F-)/(T++F-)
(Type I Error)
Sensitivity=1-MMR

FMR=(F-)/(T++F-) 
(Type II Error)
Specificity=1-FMR
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***

*

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we are linking we do want to minimize our errors:  But we have two kinds of errors – missed links and incorrectly specified links. The linkage rule may be tuned to minimize linkage errors according to different quality measures. The Missed Match Rate (MMR) measures the percentage of matched pairs that are not linked. It corresponds to the Type I error for the null hypothesis H0 that two records are matched. The MMR is related to the sensitivity measure used in epidemiology.The False Match Rate (FMR) measures the percentage of unmatched pairs that are linked [1]. It corresponds to the Type II error of the same null hypothesis. The FMR is related to the specificity [15]. The Positive Predicted Value (PPV) is the percentage of unmatched pairs among the linked pairs. Now as with epidemiology, the PPV and NPV are functions of both the sensitivity and specificity of the linkage procedure but also the prevalence of the true linkable in the dataset.   So if I am comparing procedures I would use that and not Sen/Spec. 



Recapping Linkage Errors
Incorrect Links 
• These are a permutation of the correct set (when 

there is no coverage issues)
Or

• These are a link to a incorrect set (when we have 
coverage issues or we link when there should be 
no link)

Missed Links
• These are missing data problem
• But without a known N as with survey non-

response
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once again... We have our errors. Incorrect links are either a permutation – or they are a contamination. Missed links are a missing data problem where the N is unknown and potentially a random variable itself.  
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What Gives Rise to the Errors?

Heterogeneity/Homogeneity
File Size
Number of Variables for Matching
Quality of the Variables for Matching
Thresholds set in the Matching Methods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Errors arrive for many reasons.  Imagine the case of linking using names, if the names are all the same you will not be able to link, if the names are too different, then you will have a better time finding a correct match when there is one, but a harder time in general finding a match.  Large files are harder to link. The more discriminating the matching variables (and the more of them you have) the better the quality. And the thresholds we set also determine how large the error is.  



Analysis with linked data

We analyze the linked file in order to 
understand or make inferences about X and 
Y as if they both observed from the same 
unit.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, onto using the file.  With of course some errors in it...We want to understand or make inference about X and Y as if they were both observed from the same unit.  



Analysis with Linked Data
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As with the other errors we have talked about 
here RL errors affect: 

Point Estimates
Variance 
Hypothesis Testing 
• Type I
• Type II

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just like all the errors we have already discussed at this workshop, errors can affect point estimates (bias) variance and hypothesis testing. We will give some specifics next.  



Rates: 
If the events are measured in one data set and 

the population at risk comes from the linked 
file we have:
• False Positive is when a unit of the data set is  

incorrectly labelled to have the event   (incorrect 
link)

• False Negative is when a unit does in fact have the 
event but is considered to not have the event 
(missed link)

• False Positives will increase the ratio
• False Negatives will decrease the ratio
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standardized Mortality Ratios (Krewski et al)False Positive is when a member of the cohort is alive but labelled as dead  (incorrect link)False Negative is when a member is in fact dead but is considered alive (missed link)SMR  = Observed Deaths/Expected DeathsFalse Positive will increase the SMRFalse Negative will decrease the SMR 



A simple regression illustration
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300 data points, simple ratio (y=2x+e)

Source: Modified version of M. Kovacevic’s simulations

Put the data into random blocks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example that is similar to one done by Milorad Kovacevic at the 2009 SSC.  To illustrate how permutations affect estimation.  I will also add in a step where we miss links Simulate 300 units  Create three blocks randomlyLink the files with different missing error ratesBlock one: perfectBlock two: 75% correct, 25% permutationBlock three:50% correct, 50% permutationSo we can see that missing data clearly affects the sample size and thus affects power. But if we permute things – we see we add noise – we are altering the strength of the correlation by moving around the relationship between X and Y.  And we see what it is doing to the variance.  Now trivially, so I did not do a graph, we can make the relationship as artificially bad as we want by instead of permuting the links, by contaminating them.   So, the higher the percent contamination, the greater the difference in the two populations the greater the bias in the estimate.  



Permutations in one-to-one matching

For one-to-one matching, (assuming the 
linkage set has no over-coverage) the 
assignment matrix has the following 
properties: 
• Each row of the assignment matrix contains only one 1 

with other values set to zero. The same holds for the 
columns. 

• When an i-th diagonal element is equal to 1 it means 
that there was a correct record linkage of the i-th unit. 

• The assignment matrix for the entire file is a block 
diagonal matrix
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can quickly go over the main idea behind permutations using a simple one-to-one matching case. For one-to-one matching, (assuming the linkage set has no over-coverage) the assignment matrix has the following properties: Each row of the assignment matrix contains only one 1 with other values set to zero. The same holds for the columns. When an i-th diagonal element is equal to 1 it means that there was a correct record linkage of the i-th unit. The assignment matrix for the entire file is a block diagonal matrixBut remember the worst is the permutation that flips the distribution…and that is in fact one of the possible permutations.  
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Analysis with Linked Data: Approaches 

Y is observed in one data set and X is observed 
in another
• Divide Y into blocks where Pr(correct linkage) = λq and 

Pr(incorrect linkage) = γq

• Model the relationship between true y and matched y 
using an random permutation matrix of order Mq based 
on parameter estimates of a RL model
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The approaches in the literature most often cover the issue of permutations.  So we have a model based on the mathematical principles of the permutation (but not so much the contamination).  And we have models to correct for this when we know what (or can estimate our error rates).  And the correct estimation of the error rate is not always straight forward.  
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Methods that Adjust for Record Linkage 
Errors in Analysis

Generalized Estimating Equation 

• Consider only incorrect links (no missing links, no 
impossible links) 

• Linkage is non-informative
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I am using GEE notation to make the list compatible – in the literature we see many different types of notation.  But we can see that if we have no errors we can estimate a correct Estimating Equation. In the case when we have linkage errors (really a permutation here) we can get a biased corrected version using the permutations.  
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Methods that Adjust for Record Linkage 
Errors in Analysis

Lahari-Larsen 

BLU Estimator 

EBLUP  (Chambers et al)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can see in the methods in the literature that we have several different iterations.  We have the mixture approach by Lahari and Larsen and the approaches later by Chambers  - we can see that we move towards more complete sandwich estimators under one-to-one matching with a permutation. 
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Methods that Adjust for Record Linkage 
Errors in Analysis

Missing Links in Outcome Studies (Wang et al)
• Only those with the outcome can be linked so the missing 

mechanism is non-ignorable , then assume missing linkage 
among those with the outcome is random and is due to 
erroneous or incomplete records 

• Estimate missing from the outcome dataset 

• Where Yi is 1 if there is a link and N is the total number of 
cases

• MLE when the missing rate is known
• GEE when the missing rate is estimated
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The only source looking at missed links is a study by Wang and it does not take into consideration the permuted links.  So we have the two types of errors being treated separately in the literature.   
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Open Research
Better Models for Linked Data:

There needs to be work on models adjusted with both 

missed links and incorrect links.

Better Estimation of Linkage Errors:

Estimation of linkage errors
• Pair-wise models

• Group-wise models

Analysis under known linkage errors

Joint linkage and analysis/estimation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we see that we need to work on models that have both errors and on models that have both permutations and contaminations.  Additionally we need to get better estimation methods for Linkage errors.  We have Abel Dasylva working on the following areas:Estimation of linkage errors: pair-wise errorsFocus on the posterior match probability P(M|γ) of a pairEstimation based on modelsExploit prior knowledge about the u-distributionAllow arbitrary correlations among the variablesConsider analytic constraints specified by data usersEstimation based on manual reviewsBetter sampling and design-based estimatorsInnovative and objective quality control of reviewer ouputEstimation of linkage errors: group-wise errorsEstimate the joint posterior match probability of many pairsExample3 records labeled 1, 2 and 3Mij the match status and γij the outcome for pair (i,j)Estimate P(M12, M13 and M23| γ12, γ13 and γ23) Motivation: more efficient analysis of linked dataEstimation based on models or manual reviews: see previous slideAnalysis under known linkage errorsGo beyond exchangeabilityUse all known known pair-wise or group-wise posterior match probabilities in the linked dataJoint estimation of RL errors and analysisFor a greater statistical efficiency
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Questions?
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